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The Maharaja Bodhchandra College had organised a Hindi language class on 21st Feb,
2020. The major regional language of the partnering state Madhya Pradesh is Hindi so as a
part of EBSB, a language class on Hindi language was conducted. Since, the Department of
Hindi in the College is yet to be established, the college had arranged for an expert in Hindi
language to give a lecture on how one can learn basic Hindi in day to day life. The class was
attended by fifty students of various semester of the college. The main objective of the Hindi
language class was to provide knowledge of the partnering state’s  language (Hindi) to the
non- Hindi speaking students of the college. The class began with the basic Hindi alphabets ,
some day to day common usage of Hindi, and saying of 100 sentences in Hindi by the
students. Some of the spoken sentence in Hindi by the students included: “ Mein Maharaja
Bidhchandra College mein padta hoon”. “ Madhya Pradesh Bharat ka ek rajya hai”, “ Kumbh
Mela har barak saal main manaya jaata hai”, etc. besides, the class had a session of recitation
of poems in Hindi in order to expose the students to the literary aesthetic of Hindi language.
The students were asked to say some common slogans in Hindi. The class had also inculcated
the idea of appreciating the language of Madhya Pradesh in the students.  It made the students
learn about the similarity and difference in the linguistic aspects of the partnering state.
Through the learning of Hindi, the students of the college had invigorated the bond of
brotherhood with paired state.


